TRUSCEND Fishing Lures for Bass Trout Segmented Multi Jointed
Swimbaits Slow Sinking Swimming Lures Freshwater Saltwater Bass
Fishing Lures Kit Lifelike Fishing Gifts for Men Review-2021

6 SEGMENTS LIFELIKE LURESDesigned with 6 segment multi-jointed body, TRUSCEND fishing
lure can sink slowly and move flexible in water. In addition, life-like swimming actions make it
attracting more catches and provoking predator fish to strike.
HIGH SIMULATIONWith 3D realistic looking eyes and pearl powder coating, this swimbait appears
very delicate and vivid that looks like a real fish. A perfect fishing bait that easily cheats the target
fishes.
BASS VIBRATIONMade of high-quality ABS material and equipped with built-in rattle, this vibe lure
can continuously emit the fish sound wave to during the swimming to provoke the feeding urge of
the fishes and induce them to attack.
WIDELY FISHING SPECIESThis bass fishing lure can be widely used to catch bass, yellow perch,
walleye, pike, muskie, roach, trout, snook. salmon etc. This swimbait is quite suitable for both
saltwater and freshwater and functions well in all water layers.
100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEEOur fishing baits offer 12-months quality assurance and
lifetime professional customer service. Please feel free to contact us anytime. Our friendly and
reliable customer service will respond to you within 24 hours!Designed with six segmented body
sections, Truscend S-Shaped swim-baits with lifelike appearance, are the latest innovative fishing
lures which make fishing so easy. They will mimic a real fish to tempt fishes, regardless of being
fished fast or slow, shallow or deep.
Constructed with a tough ABS plastic body that is supported by super strong mesh woven fabric to
ensure the durability, the separate sections are puncture and tear resistant while still being flexible
enough to create the action of a real swimming fish.
Built with premium components including: stainless steel split rings (forged to reinforce strength),
and ultra sharp Mustad treble hooks.
8 Segments Lures
Mini Sunfish Lures
Japan Paddle Tail
Electronic Lures
Japan Frog Lures
Metal Joint Lures
Size/PC
5.4"/13.7cm
2"/5cm
3.5"/9cm
4.9"/12.5cm
2.79"/7cm
6.8"/17cm
Weight/PC
0.9oz/25g
0.07oz/2g
0.25oz/7g
0.92oz/26g
0.63oz/18g
2.55oz/73g
Attribute
slow sinking
topwater
swimming
jerking
topwater
slow sinking
Characteristic
Perfect "S" action

Snack size
Built-in magnet, BKK hooks
Flashing & Vibrating
Weedless design, BKK hook
Perfect balance of strength & action Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021,
buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

